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       Colour(s):  Tan

Size:  47cm(l) x 32cm(h) x 18cm(w)

Shoulder Sling Included

R2 850

       Colour(s):  Tan

Size:  30cm(s) x 21cm(w)

R290

Multi-Purpose
Carry Bag Range

     Colour(s):  Tan OR Chocolate Brown OR Black

Size:  35cm (l) x 32cm (h) x 18cm (w)

Includes a laptop compartment

R550

Real Leather

Include crate which 

fits snuggle with no extra space on the sides

Cay Bag

Real Leather
Pencil Bag

Small Pleather
Cay Bag

Personalise your 

carry bag by engraving 

your name on it 

for only R65 extra.
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     Colour(s):  

Tan OR Chocolate Brown OR Black

Size:  42cm (l) x 32cm (h) x 18cm (w)

Includes a laptop 

compartment

R650

The size of this bag 

accommodates the

included crate, as 

well as additional 

space on the side.  

       Colour(s):  Tan OR Chocolate Brown OR Black

Size:  42cm (l) x 32cm (h) x 29cm (w)

I

Include crate which can 

accommodate flat laying A4 

books.

Bag also provides additional

space on each side.

R710

Medium Pleather
Cay Bag

Large Pleather
Cay Bag

Personalise your 

carry bag by 

engraving your 

name on it  for only R65 extra.

Personalise your carry bag by 

engraving your name on it  for only R65 extra.

Multi-Purpose
Carry Bag Range
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R120

R290

     Colour(s):  Tan OR Chocolate Brown OR Black

Size:  Laptop sleeves 

are designed & produced 

according to the sizes 

specified by the purchaser

R100

Small

Size:  25cm (w) x 21cm (h)

Colour(s):  Tan OR Chocolate Brown OR Black  

Large

Size:  30cm (w) x 21cm (h)

Colour(s):  Tan OR Chocolate Brown OR Black

Laptop Sleeve & Pencil Bag
Range

Laptop
Sleeves

Pencil
 Bags

Personalise your laptop sleeve by engraving 

your name on it for only R65 extra.

Personalise your laptop sleeve by engraving 

your name on it for only R65 extra.
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Should you wish to match the pockets of your pleather bag with 

the colour pleather you have chosen for your bag, kindly indicate so.
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Multi- Functional Baby
Bag

       Colour(s):  Tan OR Chocolate Brown OR Black

Size:  38cm (l) x 33cm (h) x 17cm (w)

Include pram / stroller clip-on straps on each side of the bag.

I

R550

Personalise your baby bag by 

engraving a name on it  for only R65 extra.

Pleather Baby
Cay Bag

Include a crate 

which is a snuggle 

fit for the bag.



Should you wish to match the pockets of your pleather bag with 

the colour pleather you have chosen for your bag, kindly indicate so.

Textile Detail
Options
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If none of the above textile designs are to your like, the additional side pockets can be 

manufactured from your bag’s matching pleather, at no additional cost.
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1. We offer different sizes and variants in our products.  Kindly ensure you order 

the correct size & variant before the manufacturing process has started. Once 

manufacturing has commenced, amendments will not be accepted.

2. Production will commence once the full and final payment has been received.

3. Manufacturing of products takes between 10 - 15 working days after payment 

has been cleared.  We will notify you, should there be a delay.

4. We make use of various courier companies to deliver our products.  As this is 

a third-party service, we can not guarantee delivery periods, but we try our 

utmost best to ensure swift delivery from our side.

5. Due to the textile manufacturing process, batch colours might differ.  

Be assured that we do match previous batches as close as possible.

6. We have a three month guarantee period on our products.This however, does 

not include normal wear-and-tear.

7. Refunds on cancelled orders during the manufacturing process will only be 

provided in the form of a voucher.

Tan
Chocolate 

BlackBrown
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